
Academy Swiss Cup (ASC) Rules 2021  
(Version 2021)  
  

1. Overview 
1.1. The Goal of the ASC is a permanent Hike&Fly Cup Series in Switzerland. 
1.2. The X-alps Academy Race Committee organises the ASC. 
1.3. The race committee consists of Chrigel Maurer, Bernhard Senn and 

Michael Mimo Moratti. 
1.4. The ASC ranking is composed of ASC Cup Series event results. 
1.5. The creation and publishing of the ASC ranking is the race committee’s 

responsibility and will be made public at https://xalpsacademy.com/swiss-
cup/. 

1.6. The race committee makes all decisions regarding the organisation and 
running of the ASC. 

1.7. The X-alps Academy is using the ASC annual ranking for team selections. 
1.8. The recipient for Questions/Complaints and Queries directed at the race 

committee during the season is info@chrigelmaurer.ch. 

 

2. Conditions of Participation 
2.1. Athletes must sign the terms and conditions to participate in the ASC Cup 

Series. 
2.2. Consequently, their names will appear on the official scoreboard/ranking 

of the ASC Cup Series at https://xalpsacademy.com/swiss-cup/. 
 

3. Race Schedule 
3.1. A list of participating events is published previous to the first event taking 

place. 
3.2. The ASC starts and ends with the first and last event from the published 

series. 
3.3. The Price Giving of the ASC will be on a pre-announced day in autumn of 

each year. 



4. General Conditions 
4.1. The ASC does not organise competitions – it only consists of an overall 

ranking and a price giving. 
4.2. Events take place according to the event organiser’s rules. 

 

5. Ranking and Awards 
5.1. The overall ranking calculation works as follows. 

5.1.1. The winner of each event receives 100 points for the ASC ranking. 
5.1.2. The last athlete on the event ranking receives 1 point towards the 

ASC ranking. 
5.1.3. All other athletes are awarded points from a linear distribution 

scheme. 
5.1.4. The points for each event will be added to the ASC overall ranking, 

respectively. 
5.2. The ASC will award the following awards. 

5.2.1. Swiss Cup Rookie (best newcomer athlete) 
5.2.2. Swiss Cup Queen (Best female athlete) 
5.2.3. Swiss Cup King/Queen (Overall winner) 

 


